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Screwless Faceplate Options Added to PowerGridTM
1, 2, 3 and 4-Gang Screwless PowerGrid Faceplates Now Available
We have now added “screwless” faceplates to our popular PowerGrid series,
with hidden fixing screws and clip-on faceplates. Screwless PowerGrid
faceplates are now available as 1, 2, 3 and 4-gang options across a wide range
of decorative metal finishes, including brushed steel, polished chrome and
brushed brass, as well as Varilight’s high gloss premium white plastic finish.

In the PowerGrid series we offer a wide choice of switches with white, black or
decorative metal rockers with 10A versions, including 2-way and retractive
options, and 20A versions, including single pole 2-way and double pole options,
available with or without neon indicator lights. Among the other grid module
options available in the PowerGrid series are 13A fuse holders and flex outlet
modules, all available in the same white, black and decorative metal finishes,
enabling countless bespoke combinations to be created.
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offers the widest selection of grid dimmer modules of any
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grid system on the market, with a dimmer to suit a wide variety of applications.
V-Plus and V-Dim halogen dimmers are offered alongside grid dimmers to
control 1-10V ballasts or drivers, as well as V-Pro and V-Com grid dimmers or
LED lighting, including Eclique2 remote control master and slave units.
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As well as a selection of popular engraved switches now being offered as
standard, with text such as “Dishwasher” or “Washing Machine” etched onto the
switch rocker for ease of identification, a custom engraving service is also
available.

PowerGrid is a three-part purchase. Customers are invited to choose a
faceplate to match the décor of their project and select the appropriate grid
frame and clip-in grid modules to suit their application.
Grid switch combinations created using Screwless PowerGrid faceplates will
match the corresponding Varilight Screwless range of switches and sockets, so
that customers can achieve a coordinated scheme. The Varilight Screwless

Collection is widely available and, with the addition of Screwless PowerGrid
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options, offers unrivalled versatility.
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Where grid faceplates with more than 4-gangs are required, larger PowerGrid
faceplates with small fixing screws are available with options up to 12-gangs.
Finally, if you are in the ares, we'd love to see you on our stand at ELEX in
Harrogate on 25th and 26th May.
Best regards

John Doyle
Managing Director

We're walking 100km in 30 hours for

and we'd really appreciate your support. Please donate at
https://www.justgiving.com/teams/varilightuk
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